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A FULL AND VERY VARIED AGENDA + DISCUSSION
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➤Covering: technical general issues, full simulation, reconstruction, fast 
simulation, performance


➤Active participation rom the audience and constructive discussion



LOOK TO THE FUTURE 
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Javier Cervantes



TOWARD A SUSTAINABLE STRATEGY
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Javier Cervantes



TURNKEY SOFTWARE STACK PROPOSAL
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Javier Cervantes



CLIC SOFTWARE EXAMPLE
➤Experience and development over a long period of time. Stable and 
understood software and framework. Useful for studies and 
performance right now. 
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Andre Sailer 



CEPC EXPERIENCE WITH ILC SOFTWARE
➤CEPC choice to base development on ILCSoft. Also modular approach. Stable 
and validated used for FullSimulation of Physics Studies for CDR.  
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Manqi Ruan



WHAT NEXT

➤Lots of detailed 
studies. CDR 
published


➤Evolution? 
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CEPC CDR 

Manqi Ruan



CLIC SOFTWARE TOWARD THE FUTURE
➤Modular structure with plug-and-play approach. Some components are already part of the 
new strategy for a CSF. Some new components can be (more or less easily) ported or 
replaced to mantain evolution for the future. 


➤Here example fo tracking algorithm: many different ones relying only on standard hit format
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Andre Sailer 

E. Leogrande 



FULL SIMULATION OF MDI AND TRACKER FOR IDEA DETECTOR 
➤Working example in FCCSW framework of FullSimulation: includes 
the MDI region the silicon detector and the drift chamber
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Niloufar Alipour Tehrani



FIRST STUDIES WITH SIMULATED HITS
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Background	from	incoherent	ee	pairs

Niloufar Alipour Tehrani



TRACKING IN THE IDEA DRIFT CHAMBER
➤Several new generic tracking tools available and mantained in the framework 
(ACTS for instance) but not easily adaptable to a drift chamber type of hit. 


➤Track reconstruction for IDEA DC exist in a standalone package. 

➤Currently though the seeding (with 2 or 3 hit pairs) is just relying only on the 
DCH information, while in the real detector the seeding will be provided also 
by an inner (and outer) silicon layers
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Gianfranco Tassielli



IDEA STANDALONE DRIFT CHAMBER TRACKING PERFORMANCE
➤Next step is to include the silicon detectors for seeding and tracking
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DUAL READOUT CALORIMETER FULL SIMULATION 
➤The dual-readout approach for calorimetry allows to provide a better 
performance profiting of the measurement of both the hadronic and em-fraction 
event-by-event via a scintillation signal (scintillating fibers) and a Cherenkov 
signal (clear plastic fibers)


➤Implementation of such a calorimeter in the full simulation is essential for 
performance studies, understanding, optimization, comparing real test beam 
data with Geant description 


➤First studies of response and calibration new ideas in Geant ongoing
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Lorenzo Pezzotti

HADRON	CALIBRATION



DUAL READOUT CALORIMETER IMPLEMENTATION 
➤Chosen fully projective geometry implemented: possible now to optimize other details

➤With SiPM readout *every fiber* is readout adding granularity. Performance being 
validated between data and Geant simulation
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PARTICLE ID STUDIES IN DR CALORIMETER
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Molly Jensen, Mogens Dam

Adding	hadrons		

complicates	life	



FAST SIMULATION STATUS 
➤Fast Simulation for FCCee includes already several type of detector cards 
(CMS, ILD, CLD) in Delphes and in Papas (native FCC-ee particle flow based 
approach). 


➤Validated and usable for physics studies
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ADDING THE IDEA DETECTOR CARD IN FASTSIM
➤Dual readout calorimeter needs specific development to have it in a FastSimulation. 
Profit of input from FullSim studies to have a first attempt at its implementation. 


➤ splitting Em and Had response with different response and ID probability from 
FullSim 


➤First validation of principle done.
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Delphes IDEA Fast Sim

!29

A first implementation of a fast simulation card with Delphes is based 

on single detector performances. See Elisa Fontanesi’s talk.
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NEXT STEPS - DISCUSSION

➤Very rich Agenda and amount of work presented 

➤ Refreshing to see several young new collaborators enthusiats and engaged. 

➤ Deep appreciation for senior experts also participating to the full session and 

actively engaging in the brainstorming and discussion

➤Desire for a Common Software Framework where the different specific needs for 
different projects can be plugged in easily. 


➤Support from computing experts (SFT, HSF) essential to guarantee stable infrastructure

➤Establishement of « Discussion forums » to help the developers (both experts and 
newcomers) Also possibly establishing an advisory committee with senior physicists? 


➤Strenghten the communication and organize regular working meetings 

➤Most importantly the understanding that the software and reconstruction for these new 
long term projects is as essential and crucial as the detector R&D and requires 
significant resources in terms of people and funding to be achieved in a timely way.


➤ priority is to have a definition of resources from the experts to have a usable long 
term supported software within a year
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● How to use a complex software easily
○ Bridge for experts to add experiment/detector specific 

component to a common software framework (CSF)
○ Bridge to bring users and people interested to 

participate to use the a CSF
○ Encouraged to participate to CSF meetings and make 

it an effective forum with active discussion and to 
monitor progress 


